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Executive Summary 
 

Wellington SPCA owns and operates a technical rescue squad known as the SPCA National Rescue Unit 

(NRU). Since its inception (1995) this team of volunteers has responded to hundreds of emergencies 

primarily in the Wellington region, but also to disasters like the Canterbury 2011 earthquake. To date 

the NRU has a 99% live save rate and is highly respected in the industry. As a leader in technical animal 

rescue SPCA NRU methodology has informed the development of the internationally recognised 

standard for technical animal rescue in 2014 (NFPA1670:2014). The NRU provides a wide range of 

capability including high angle rescue, swiftwater/flood, confined space, boat operations, urban 

search and rescue, and large animal rescue. It is funded entirely by donations and grants and is a free 

service to the community.  

On the evening of Thursday 6 April 2017, the NRU was formally approved by the RNZSPCA National 

Support Office in conjunction with the Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) to deploy to the flood 

affected township of Edgecumbe (pop. 1,600) which had been evacuated of people but pets had been 

left behind. The NRU mustered available crew along with Wellington SPCA Emergency Reservists (also 

volunteers) and travelled through the night to meet with staff from the local SPCA at Whakatane. On 

Friday 7 April 2017, a reconnaissance of surrounding rural areas was undertaken and then the NRU, 

along with the local SPCA Inspector, headed to the evacuated township of Edgecumbe. There they 

commenced a search of houses closest to the breached stop-bank and rescued several animals from 

properties until sunset. Assistance was requested from Massey University and their team of rescue 

veterinary professionals deployed overnight from their base in Palmerston North.  

The large-scale rescue of companion animals from Edgecumbe commenced on Saturday 8 April 2017; 

a Command Unit was provided by Whakatane Emergency Response Team (NZRT17) and established 

as the ICP for the animal rescue operation. A Fire Service Task Force Liaison Officer was assigned to 

support the SPCA led operation; he also provided access to radio communications, decontamination 

showers, and was appointed the Incident Safety Officer. The SPCA reported to MPI National Animal 

Welfare Emergency Management Coordinator based at the Whakatane District Emergency Operations 

Centre. The Whakatane Emergency Response Team also participated in the rescue operation and 

provided significant logistical support. It was recommended that additional emergency response 

teams (CDEM NZRTs), particularly those with flood rescue capability, along with USAR personnel be 

deployed into the flood affected area to expedite the mission. However, these teams were not 

deployed as there were no longer humans present in the evacuated area. As such only animal rescue 

personnel were onsite to work in the contaminated flood waters.  
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After seven days the rescue operation was complete; during this period 945 animals were rescued in 

Edgecumbe making this event the largest companion animal rescue in NZ history (cf. Hurricane Katrina 

animal rescues 5,000-10,000). Whakatane SPCA led the reunification of the majority of these animals 

as well as held and cared for displaced animals affected by the disaster. This event also historically 

marked the first deployment of the SPCA Emergency Reserve capability. 

The cost of deploying the NRU was approximately NZD $5,000 in direct costs and NZD $25,000 in in-

direct costs (e.g. wages/salaries, overheads). Direct costs were reimbursed by the RNZSPCA National 

Support Office. No government funding was given to reimburse the SPCA. 

There were significant challenges and lessons learned from this operation. The failure to evacuate pets 

alongside pet owners created significant public safety and political risks. To ensure future responses 

align with international best practice it is critical that police and defence personnel understand the 

importance of protecting animals in disaster as this directly relates to the safety of the human 

population. This animal rescue operation has highlighted specific processes and procedures where the 

SPCA needs to improve; these include additional training in forced entry and developing more 

command/Incident Management Team (IMT) capability. Moreover, additional research is needed to 

help improve both animal emergency management policy and practice.  

MPI actively engaged in this rescue operation and it was of great benefit to have them embedded in 

the Emergency Operations Centre. However, to operate efficiently MPI personnel need additional 

training, experience and resource in this area. They also require the development of improved 

information management systems to inform the coordination of such responses. Alternatively, they 

should review their capacity and resourcing around facilitation of the Regional Animal Welfare 

Coordination (RAWC) function. 

Given the public expectation for the SPCA to respond to these types of incidents, the new One SPCA 

Board should give strong consideration to resourcing and expanding this capability further. 

 

 

 

Steve Glassey MEmergMgt PGDipEmergMgt PGCPM GCTSS CertAWI CEM® 

Chief Executive Officer 

Wellington SPCA 
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Lessons Identified – Initial Observations 
              

Ref Lesson Identified 
Agencies affected/relevant denoted by   

NRU NSO MPI CDEM POL FENZ NZDF 

1 Mandatory evacuations did not include companion animals. This is not consistent with 
international best practice (e.g. current FEMA directives and policy).         

2 EOC Welfare Desk suggested their own building clearance marking system which was not 
consistent with INSARAG building marking system, nor was NZDF or POL aware of 
protections for applying these in a declared civil defence emergency 

       

3 USAR first response cache needs to include low damage marking options and improved 
forced entry tools to minimise damage to houses being searched under CDEM and/or 
Police authorisation. 

       

4 Knowledge of CDEM Act, National CDEM Plan (roles and functions) including emergency 
powers and protections was not well understood by agencies. Production of a FAQ on 
animal disaster law could be useful.  

       

5 Lack of trained SPCA and MPI incident managers (i.e. CIMS4 qualified) reduced 
operational effectiveness and caused lack of CIMS documentation outputs         

6 Search strategy moved from comprehensive (door to door) to targeted (known 
addresses), and back to comprehensive. This was ineffective and future responses 
should take a comprehensive mode with additional resources to expedite clearance.  

       

7 SPCA Emergency Reserve and SPCA partner agency rescue team accreditation projects 
need to be expedited to ensure capacity is available for future events.         

8 Major USAR events that don’t include humans should be also be led by the Fire Service, 
with the SPCA as an operational resource (i.e. tasked to address legal and building 
marking issues). Legal provisions and protection for animal rescue need improvement.  
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Ref Lesson Identified NRU NSO MPI CDEM POL FENZ NZDF 

9 Command Unit trailer from NZRT17 proved invaluable to coordinate the response. MPI 
should give strong consideration to such a national asset (command truck) being 
procured for RAWC activities. SPCA should consider a small command unit 
(campervan). 

       

10 Some supporting organisations that deployed did not have up to date training or were 
insufficiently trained. While these groups were an invaluable resource lack of proper 
training could confer additional risk. Accreditation standards as per #7 need attention.  

       

11 Fire Service decontamination and radio communications support were invaluable. 
Future NRU training should consider training/exercising and developing basic self-
decontamination systems.  

       

12 Local veterinary volunteers were valuable and their assistance was much appreciated. 
There is a need to provide opportunities for pre-event training for interested 
veterinarians i.e. Emergency Reserve.  

       

13 Public requests for assistance (e.g. pet left behind) need to be centrally managed with 
sufficient capacity and information management. MPI should consider activating their 
own contact centre and/or partner with the Government Helpline (i.e. MSD).  

       

14 MCDEM Directors Guideline animal registration form was too long and not fit for 
purpose. A one page form with terms/conditions on reverse would allow for carbon 
copies to be made in field.  

       

15 Deployment of NZRT17, SPCA NRU and Rescue3NZ rescue boats were invaluable to 
transport flood affected animals. NRU should consider having an additional IRB to 
support flood rescue function.  

       

16 MPI representation at EOC was invaluable. However, MPI needs to ensure it has 
sufficiently trained personnel to provide this function in a sustained manner (as per #5). 
They made need to review the capacity to provide the RAWC function.  

       

17 Improved flood response training and capability is needed for NRU; this would include 
deploying water suitable vehicles (i.e. 4WD with snorkels), providing 4WD training 
around water crossing, and the use of wading poles to check for hazards in front of 
vehicles or when walking.  
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Ref Lesson Identified 
Agencies affected/relevant denoted by   

NRU NSO MPI CDEM POL FENZ NZDF 

18 NRU radio communications were not adequate as low quality transceivers were 
unreliable. Alternative radio systems should be explored. Fire Service were excellent in 
providing alternative radio communications.  

       

19 Establishment of the Fire Service liaison role was not effectively communicated to other 
agencies (it was not until a briefing that groups were advised that the liaison would 
report on safety and it was implied he was a volunteer for Massey University). MPI 
should facilitate discussions around an open working relationship with FENZ.  

       

20 The Fire Service liaison lacked credentials in flood rescue and offered contrasting 
opinion to those who were qualified and experienced. It is suggested that the Fire 
Service put forward pre-approved liaison officers for NRU training and/or attach a 
liaison with the appropriate flood rescue credentials.  

       

21 Major deployment checklists are needed to ensure the right equipment is taken and is 
in good working condition (e.g. insufficient and faulty dog catch poles).        

22 Wetsuits were not ideal for working in contaminated flood water. Waders were 
appropriate for shallow, but not deep, water. NRU should give strong consideration to 
the purchase of dry suits. 

       

23 There were insufficient crates and carriers to assist with the evacuation of animals. 
Cardboard pet carriers were rendered useless when in contact with water. Alternative 
plastic disposable carriers are needed in bulk. More muzzles and dog leads are needed 
as well.  

       

24 MPI need to develop search/rescue plans overnight using data/assistance requests so 
that a daily IAP is available at the beginning of each day. Only one hotline number 
should be operated (not SPCA and EOC).  

       

25 Large animal requests should be directed to Federated Farmers as per the National 
CDEM Plan to allow SPCA to focus on companion animals.         

26 Radio communication codes need development and full dissemination of information 
to ensure that voice procedure is more efficient. Develop a Field Operations Guide.         
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Ref Lesson Identified 
Agencies affected/relevant denoted by   

NRU NSO MPI CDEM POL FENZ NZDF 

27 Engagement of media was invaluable; it ensured that the public and flood affected 
families could see why they were not allowed to return. SPCA needs to develop their 
own PIM capacity that can respond 24-7; if this capacity is not going to be funded by 
government having an internal resource would ensure cost recovery). The SPCA PIM 
would need to integrate with CDEM. 

       

28 Centralised animal disaster appeal needs additional management to prevent multiple 
organisations from campaigning simultaneously. An official central fund needs to be 
made available to accredited organisations.  

       

29 Cordons let animal rescue personnel into the affected area without briefings during the 
response phase. If ICP had been established correctly, any resource should have been 
checked at the checkpoint to prevent a silo’ed response. An MOU between MPI and 
Police is recommended.  

       

30 Impact assessment and data collection methods (Kobo Collect, Survey123 etc.), devices 
and expectations needs further discussion (i.e. animal rescue teams collecting field data 
for other agencies). If this is not addressed soon, an impromptu database (i.e. KnackHQ) 
may have to be used. 

       

31 Defence Force did not carry basic PPE (e.g. helmets, gloves, goggles or dust masks) to 
be able to support search operations and may not have had basic USAR training (i.e. 
CAT1A). Proper resources and training would have enabled greater use of this force.  

       

32 Database solutions to better track incident management, personnel qualifications, 
equipment should be developed (i.e. D4H).        

33 New members of NRU were not familiar with “rescue etiquette” and were 
inexperienced in a command environment. Additional training and assessment is 
required.  

       

34 Public relations and fundraising opportunities were lost as SPCA PR was not proactive 
and reluctant due to another pending appeal. Supporters said we should more actively 
sing our praises. Note: HSUS made over US$30m from Hurricane Katrina to fund their 
operations.  
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Ref Lesson Identified 
Agencies affected/relevant denoted by   

NRU NSO MPI CDEM POL FENZ NZDF 

35  Driver fatigue was an issue for the NRU. In the future the ER maybe rostered to drive so 
that NRU technicians can work safely upon arrival.        

36 No rapid reconnaissance packs existed (i.e. initial searches did not have the right tools 
for the task). NRU needs to procure at least four rapid response packs.         

37 Vehicle tracking and in-vehicle radios are needed to ensure reliable communications 
and safety tracking.         

38 The SPCA and MPI operational relationship was very positive and has improved from 
previous responses. It is imperative to have MPI in the EOC to deliver the animal 
welfare sub function.  

       

39 The support from Massey University and Whakatane ERT was outstanding and 
significantly contributed to the success of the rescue operation.         

40 Mapping and sectoring assignments provided by Rural Fire Manager were excellent and 
much appreciated.         

41 The legal authority to forcibly enter was provided by the Police but not communicated 
to the Area Commander and this lead to tension.  MPI/Police/Controller should develop 
better practices around delegation of powers. Police liaison officers could be assigned 
to the SPCA in the field who are already accustomed to working with the SPCA (we have 
identified several people). 

       

42 The District Council misunderstood INSARAG rapid clearance markings (i.e. cleared 
versus condemned) and this caused public confusion. The Council PIM and NRU created 
and disseminated a video to clarify the marking system to the community (it was highly 
viewed).  

       

43 Additional GPS integrated/tagging HD cameras would have been useful to collect 
damage impact data/images for NZFS/CDEM. Refer also to #30.        
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Ref Lesson Identified 
Agencies affected/relevant denoted by   

NRU NSO MPI CDEM POL FENZ NZDF 

44 Consideration should be given for SPCA inspectors to have default limited powers in a 
declared civil defence emergency as provided for constables (i.e. to enter without 
notice of entry and rescue animals including those from dwellings).  

       

45 First aid kits did not have waterproof/sealed adhesive bandages to prevent flood water 
from entering open wounds.         

46 Data verification is needed. Some assistance requests were vague (e.g. “Animals”). If 
information is vague then MPI need to call back and get specific information. National 
CDEM Needs Assessment project will help address this issue.  

       

47 Addresses of classified or known dangerous dogs should be passed on to SPCA (s.32(d) 
Dog Control Act 1996) or MPI (Veterinarian or Inspector). This would ensure that these 
properties are flagged and owners could be escorted back to help retrieve them.  

       

48 Recovery programmes for animal welfare should include humane trapping (as done) 
and community based microchipping to improve future displaced pet reunification. Re-
assigning the RNZSPCA desexing caravan to the affected area could have been helpful. 

       

49 Forced entry and general fatigue can undermine search effectiveness; search personnel 
should be trained to identify symptoms of these two fatigue types.          

50 The Safety Officer (seconded from another organisation outside the SPCA) fell under 
the authority of the SPCA Incident Controller; however, there were instances where his 
advice and instructions were not heeded. This was unacceptable and addressed at 
debrief.  

       

51 Administrative support staff from WERT/WDC in command unit were invaluable and 
much appreciated.         

52 Pet owners repeatedly called EOC/MPI with concerns over their animals within the 
cordon and this resulted in these pressures being transferred on to field teams. MPI 
needs to filter requests to allow the field teams to work without interruptions.  
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Ref Lesson Identified 
Agencies affected/relevant denoted by   

NRU NSO MPI CDEM POL FENZ NZDF 

53 Protocols for coincidental discovery of animal neglect cases while conducting search 
need to be included in briefings. Additional non-rescue inspectors should be deployed 
to remove BAU demands from local Inspectors during future responses.  

       

54 Electricity supply isolation needs greater attention prior to commencing search 
operations in/around flood water.        

55 In public meetings, pet rescue efforts were highly praised. Dissemination of this type of 
information can prevent political and public safety risk.         

56 Despite being queried in 2010, there is no guidance on the use of INSARAG markings for 
animal rescue teams. Clarification will need to be sought from OCHA via government 
channels (i.e. MPI working with MFAT and/or FENZ). 

       

57 The practice of feeding in-situ does not follow international best practice (i.e.  it 
encourages rodents and flies). Alternatively, using a managed humane trapping 
programme would be more appropriate in the future. Additional research is needed. 

       

58 In situ feeding (described in 57) led to the impression that public health monitoring was 
lacking in the affected area; the SPCA raised this as an issue to the EOC. The unsanitary 
conditions along with rodents and flies made the area potentially unsafe to work in or 
for returning evacuees. 

       

59 Some properties had >100 caged birds which were difficult to evacuate. Pet owner 
preparedness education needs to encourage owners of multiple animals to have a plan 
and be self-resourced, accordingly.  

       

60 Due to the large number of caged birds in the evacuation zone animal rescuers were at 
risk of zoonosis. Expertise from Massey University veterinary professionals was 
invaluable as was the provision of correct type of dust masks.  

       

61 As per CIMS (2nd Edition), the SPCA ICP positioned in Edgecumbe and inside the Outer 
Cordon was highly effective (i.e. to ensure no public access or other agency 
interference).  
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Ref Lesson Identified 
Agencies affected/relevant denoted by   

NRU NSO MPI CDEM POL FENZ NZDF 

62 SPCA Rescue response had one Incident Controller and up to two administrative staff; it 
would have been useful to have a full IMT deployed into the field.         

63 Other organisations (e.g. HUHA, Bird Clubs) that offered assistance could be better 
integrated in the future, providing that MOUs are established and training is 
completed.  

       

64 The rescue phase was completed within 7 days; however, had this event extended 
across weeks, international resources (i.e. RSPCA AU, RSPCA UK, SPCA Hawaii, WAP) 
could have been engaged. International surge arrangements need additional discussion. 

       

65 EOC situation reports were not regularly shared with the SPCA, though verbal updates 
were given at the end of each day. It would be preferable that the EOC published 
SITREPS, IAPs and other outputs and that the SPCA is added to the distribution list. 

       

66 There was a misunderstanding of command delegation to NRU Team Leader from the 
CEO. Internal debrief clarified that the NRU is always under the command of CEO 
and/or delegate (i.e. Chief Inspector). Further command mentoring and support is 
needed to solidify understanding. 

       

67 This was the first major deployment experience for many animal rescue team members 
and leaders; they did a great job while developing their rescue and command practices.         

68 Additional consumable PPE plus new ER high visibility vests need to be deployed 
because many assisting local volunteers may not have suitable PPE. This type of 
equipment requires regular replacement when on mission. All required items should be 
added to the deployment checklists. 

       

69 Low Damage Markings (i.e. window chalk, waterproof paper stapled to doors) should 
be explored for use and viable options should be added to USAR rapid response packs.         

70 EOC logistics was too slow to process orders for safety equipment. Local on demand 
procurement should be arranged (i.e. on account at NZ Safety to be reimbursed at a 
later date). 
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Ref Lesson Identified 
Agencies affected/relevant denoted by   

NRU NSO MPI CDEM POL FENZ NZDF 

71  The use of body worn cameras (as worn by SPCA inspectors) could be implemented to 
record any forced entry, gather footage for EOC intelligence and for other purposes. Go 
pro units on helmets would have also been useful.   

       

72 Local animal emergency management plans should identify mobile dog groomers who 
are able to respond to Animal Casualty Collection Points for the safe and humane 
decontamination of animals.  

       

73 NZ Army Military Police provided professional and team oriented support to contain 
and transport pigs and emu found in the township. Their support is appreciated.         

74 A second set of overalls (albeit basic) should be made available for NRU and ER 
members on multi-day deployments.         

75 Given the rural impact (economic/trade risk) and the hundreds of stranded companion 
animals (political risk), it would have been appropriate for MPI to be represented at 
ODESC and/or WATCH GROUP if such a group were convened.  

       

76 The championing of improved animal disaster laws is required and further engagement 
with groups that can support lobbying would be useful (e.g. Animal Law Association, 
MPs etc).  

       

77 The post-vehicle deployment checklist needs development; after flooding or volcanic 
events this may include, replacement of air filters, brake cleaning, engine steam 
cleaning and interior deep cleaning (decontamination). 

       

78 Provision of crates by Master Pet (previous sponsorship) was very useful. The SPCA 
Major Incident Unit (trailer) needs to be sufficiently stocked with food, water, cages, 
microchips and other supplies as the current ER trailer is too small. 

       

79 Readiness phase public education resources need to be improved around preparing for 
pets in disaster; that is, ensuring they are microchipped and always evacuated 
alongside their human guardians. 

       

80 Facebook posts were highly followed with one post (video) reaching over 38,000 users. 
TVNZ, TV3 as well as print/online media ran numerous positive stories about our work.        
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Ref Lesson Identified 
Agencies affected/relevant denoted by   

NRU NSO MPI CDEM POL FENZ NZDF 

81 Non-Deployed NRU personnel who remained in Wellington successfully delivered the 
first weekend of the NRU recruit course (ARTech).        

82 Leadership by the SPCA was recognised as the initial IC and alternate IC both have 
significant international disaster response experience.         

83 Pre-event relationships through joint-training were invaluable (i.e. NRU, VERT, WERT). 
       

84 ER Field Operations Guide should include calculations for estimating the number of 
companion animals affected by the disaster (based on population and evacuation 
workload estimation). 

       

85 On a national scale ALL CLEAR cardboard placards (from yellow pages back cover or 
download to print) should be considered. These can be used to help evacuating families 
indicate their property is clear of people and animals. This would expedite future search 
operations (this was a common practice in the 1980s when yellow pages were 
prevalent).  

       

86 Cordons were ineffective as animal rescuers regularly had conversations with pet 
owners outside the cordon who admittedly that they were illegally returning to feed or 
rescue their pets. Footprints were observed around numerous houses.  

       

87 The costs of SPCA response were not covered by the NCDEM Plan; these should be met 
by the government (through MPI or CDEM) as with other welfare costs (i.e. human) as 
previously raised.  

       

88 The value of the SPCA Emergency Reserve was validated where reservists were rotated 
in and out of operation. The ER concept should be expanded to major centres to 
provide a national surge capacity.  

       

89 This operation was New Zealand’s largest companion animal rescue in history; 949 
animals were saved through the tireless efforts of animal rescuers (the vast majority 
were volunteers).  
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Ref Lesson Identified 
Agencies affected/relevant denoted by   

NRU NSO MPI CDEM POL FENZ NZDF 

90 Whakatane District Council provided excellent leadership (by Controller and EOC staff) 
and support around the animal rescue operation; this included the provision of no-fault 
cover around forced entry damage if properties were un-insured.  

       

91 An after action review compiled by independent consultants failed to note that over 
945 animals were rescued, and that some animals were found dead and were dying so 
a sense of urgency was required. Some of their suggestions were more appropriate to 
the recovery phase. The reviewers appeared not familiar with contemporary animal 
emergency management practices.  

       

92 Emergency management (for companion animals) is readily becoming an expectation of 
the SPCA (through its support agency role) and we have a moral duty to ensure we are 
able to respond to prevent animal suffering for those in a disaster area. Nationally, the 
SPCA Board needs to commit to developing a dedicated capacity and an emergency 
management strategy or give notice to MPI that it will no longer provide such services. 
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Abbreviations 
 

CAT1A  Category One Awareness Level (USAR training level) 

CDEM  Civil Defence Emergency Management 

CIMS  Coordinated Incident Management System 

EOC  Emergency Operations Centre (Whakatane District Council) 

ER  Emergency Reserve 

ERT  Emergency Response Team 

FENZ  Fire & Emergency New Zealand (formerly NZ Fire Service) 

HUHA  Helping You Help Animals (animal charity) 

IAP  Incident Action Plan 

ICP  Incident Control Point 

IMT  Incident Management Team 

INSARAG International Search and Rescue Advisory Group (United Nations) 

MCDEM Ministry of Civil Defence & Emergency Management 

MOU  Memorandum of Understanding 

MPI  Ministry for Primary Industries 

MSD  Ministry of Social Development 

NRU  National Rescue Unit (a volunteer team owned/operated by Wellington SPCA).  

NSO  National Support Office, Royal NZ SPCA 

NZDF  NZ Defence Force 

NZFS  NZ Fire Service 

NZRT  NZ Response Team 

OCHA  Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (United Nations) 

POL  NZ Police 

RAWC  Regional Animal Welfare Coordinator 

UN  United Nations 

USAR  Urban Search & Rescue 

WAP  World Animal Protection 

WDC  Whakatane District Council  

WERT  Whakatane Emergency Response Team (NZRT17) 
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Photographs 
 

 

Above: Assembly Area at Whakatane Rural Fire Depot 

 

Above: NRU on RDC with ER and local vet on IRB.  
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Above: Chickens rescued by NRU 

 

Above: Command Unit established in Edgecumbe.  
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Above: Animal CCP established near ICP with crates from MasterPet. 

 

Above: Locals help NRU save cows that were at risk of drowning farther up the road. 
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Above: A dog run, after being washed several properties away, was crushed due to the flood waters. 

It had entrapped at least one dog that was then rescued by the SPCA. 

 

Above: WERT member rescues chickens from the flood affected area. 
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Above: Fire Service and Animal Control supported the rescue operation and worked well with the 

SPCA. 

 

Above: Local and neighbouring SPCA groups provided help (e.g. Rotorua SPCA). 
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Above: This dog was one of the first animals to be rescued by the NRU. 

 

Above: Some structures had been seriously damaged. 
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Media Links 
 

https://www.wellingtonspca.org.nz/about-us/news-and-publications/spca-to-the-rescue-in-

edgecumbe/  

http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/91373857/130-animals-rescued-from-flood-ravaged-
Edgecumbe?cid=app-iPhone 
 
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/watch-dedicated-spca-members-search-
edgecumbe-pets-after-horrifically-stressful-ordeal 
 
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/watch-spca-rescue-black-cat-plucked-floodwaters-
outside-edgecumbe-home 
 
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/91357194/spca-rescues-50-animals-from-floodstricken-
edgecumbe-in-one-day 
 
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/91309111/animal-agencies-band-together-to-help-the-pets-of-
flooded-edgecumbe 
 
http://whakatanebeacon.co.nz/2017/04/animal-tales-and-the-spca/ 
 

SPCA NRU & ER Deployment Roll 
 

 Steve Glassey, SPCA Incident Controller 

 Ritchie Dawson, SPCA Alternate Incident Controller 

 Gina Kemp, NRU Team Leader 

 Francesca Walker, Rescue Technician 

 Jennifer Rizzi, Rescue Technician 

 Adam Sheehan, SPCA Emergency Reservist 

 Hannah Henderson, SPCA Emergency Reservist 

 Courtney Jamieson, SPCA Emergency Reservist 

  

https://www.wellingtonspca.org.nz/about-us/news-and-publications/spca-to-the-rescue-in-edgecumbe/
https://www.wellingtonspca.org.nz/about-us/news-and-publications/spca-to-the-rescue-in-edgecumbe/
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/91373857/130-animals-rescued-from-flood-ravaged-Edgecumbe?cid=app-iPhone
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/91373857/130-animals-rescued-from-flood-ravaged-Edgecumbe?cid=app-iPhone
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/watch-dedicated-spca-members-search-edgecumbe-pets-after-horrifically-stressful-ordeal
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/watch-dedicated-spca-members-search-edgecumbe-pets-after-horrifically-stressful-ordeal
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/watch-spca-rescue-black-cat-plucked-floodwaters-outside-edgecumbe-home
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